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1 
Introduction 
1-1 The nature and 
significance of 
housing problems 
What kind of housing problems do we have in 
Hong Kong? 
Stated in its simplest terms, the housing problem in 
Hong Kong is the result of too few homes and too 
many people. 
. ： 一 ； / 、一 ‘ The phenomenon of "too few homes" is mainly 
W 多‘？丄•〜急“、-，‘ /', ；e caused by the government land selling (leasing) 
蒙 ’ ' 羡 ’ 舊 J i f W ^ : ^ " area can be built by developers. It is unfair to blame 
\ _ supply Of homes 
；慮 H 《 与 i 、 诊 A ’ 、 ； ： 办 ： C u r r e n t l y ， t h e government land selling (leasing) policy 
货 瘦 . ^ i l m 發 ： ， - is to maximize profit. Too much land supply if plot 
Growing population needs more housing. What 「atio and demand remain unchanged, though the 
kind of home will they expect? quantity of homes provided would increase, the price 
of the homes may drop and the revenue from selling 
them may decrease as well. 
The phenomenon of "too many people" is mainly due 
- the natural growth rate and migrational movement. 
、 ' ’ Throughout the present century, with the exception 
(邊 I 《 、 o f the period of Japanese occupation, Hong Kong 
； 广？ ‘ has experienced a rapid population growth. During 
i 丄，（：、’、： the fifties the natural growth rate was exceptionally 
5 : ； ' j high with the crude birth rate rising to a maximum of 
妥 ：； - I : 3.9% in 1956. However, since 1960 the natural growth 
: 丄： rate has fallen sharply to its present level which is 
\ : ; : - i - ； about 1.5% per year. 
、 … In Hong Kong, changes in natural growth rates have 
D , been less important than the cumulative effect of im-
D O f p = = r r 胃 t i o n s by The Planning migration from China. The largest influx of people from 
the mainland China was during the Nationalist-Corn-
munist civil war between 1946 and 1949. It was esti-
mated that over 1.25 million people moved into Hong 
Kong during this period. Since this date, apart from 
one week in May 1962 when over 50 000 crossed 
the border during a brief relaxation of regulations by 
the Chinese authorities, migration per se has ceased 
to be a major factor in Hong Kong's population 
growth. 
1.2 Purpose and 
approach of this 
project 
What kind of living quality should we added to 
the future housing? 
f f t f U M [ ^ K t W W I H This question is even easier to answer. The word 
' I " j n f - I m "quality" is too luxury to the most of Hong Kong peo-
1 w J H i i 1 丨，pie who want to buy flats. Even the "Long Term Hous-
f | | p f l | | B ^ W M n I ！ ；/> ing Strategy Review Consultative Document" pub-
“ I m ' f l H L J ^ ' ^ J H I : ; ; "shed by the government in January 1997 did not 
W J ^ B f f 丨 . I mention anything about how to upgrade the quality 
| l H H V ^ n I ‘ 5 of housing in Hong Kong. From the document, the 
: 1 k 慰 餅 如 ‘ ( ；5 Government's key housing goals (both public and pri-
I f U s I ” H z vate sectors) are (1) to help all households gain ac-
I I f ^ l I mk； 1 z J cess to adequate and affordable housing; and (2) to 
‘ I ® ® V ,, 膽 : 1 f , '，� I ' encourage home ownership in the community. 
'1 | : R ® I ' 膽 ； T h o u g h t the Government and the public do not re-
F m i 丨 丨 g a r d the design of housing as critical and urgent as 
M i i m I W - ‘ ‘ " K 、‘>1 I providing housing for people, being an architectural 
？" W l ' I ^ H - ' ' H f student, we should have vision of improving of our 
fx ‘ ： I 满 - f i . Analysing the existing housing in Hong Kong, I dis-
•、里 \ 醫 ‘ U H ,：{)；% I ‘ cover that the existing residential towers design can-
K i not cultivate any sense of community and neighbour-
釣 I ft i f 、 A hood that leads to many psychological effects such 
[ft, i p B \ \ W W M I ‘ as insecure and alienated. Secondly, there are no ar-
' eas for users to personalise their individual entrances. 
1 | | f 卜 經 S : 、 1 K l Third, seldom of them try to deal with the climatic 
” 1 #M>"itS'： ‘ A . ^ K ! P issues. Certainly, there may be more problems in the 
- i T l - ^ " existing towers and I understand that housing 丨s not 
4 tenemenUloor in western District subdivided into small ⑴，丨乂 an architectural issue. It is a social, economi-
cubicles. For many children these crowded areas comprise cal and political ISSUe, etc. However, due tO the lim-
both living and play space. ited time and resources, I will try to concentrate on 
solving above architectural problems rather than study-
ing all issues superficially. 
My project is divided into two parts. The first part is to 
study whether we can create more communal space 
at ground level or in the sky like sky garden or court-
yard in an estate scale (a group of buildings). Second 
part is about designing a building which is composed 
of community cells. 
Moreover, the project will try to study the possibilities 
of making the tower more environmental friendly. 
Originally, both lighting and ventilation are planned 
to be simulated in computer. Unfortunately, due to 




2.1 General social issues 
2.1.1 Cultural 
a. important cultural events 
b. symbols & meanings 
c. values 
d. potential future trends 
2.1.2. Economic 
a. socio-economic characteristics 
b. affordability 
c. land / construction cost 
2.1.3. Political 
a. government housing polices 
b. land selling (leasing) polices 
2.1.4. Social structure and patterns 
2.2 User behaviour issues 





2-3 Architectural design issues 
2.3.1 Ambience 
a. quality of space 
b. emotional response 
c. sense/spirit of place 
2.3.2. Audibility 
2.3.3. Behavioral settings 
a. transition of public / private 
b. intimate places 


















2.3.9. Energy efficiency 










c. ordering / proportion 
d. status / hierarch 
e. symbolism 
2.3.13. Interaction 
a. group participation 
b. social 
2.3.14. legibility 
a. quality of space 
b. layering 
c. emotional response 
d. orientation 
3. plan organization 
4. sequence of approach 



















a. inside / outside 





To design an alternative living community which can enhance 
the sense of our neighbourhood. 
3.2 Goals of designing the 
community 
3.2.1 goals of unit design 
a. Sense of identity 
Users should be able to personalize some spaces like en-
trances and balconies. 
b. High privacy. 
It refers to visual and acroustic separation. It is important to 
keep high privacy among different units though interaction 
among them is important. 
c. Maximize natural light and natural ventilation. 
They are basic necessities of livable space. In sub-tropical 
climate like Hong Kong, the more natural light (indirect light) 
and natural ventilation a unit has, the better the quality of 
space it will be. 
d. An appropriate unit size and proportion. 
Whatever the flexibility the unit has, if the size and propor-
tion is poorly designed, the flexibility is meaningless. 
3.2.2. goals of floor level design 
a. Enhance neighbourhood relationship. 
A floor level is composed of several individual units. In a 
, high-rise, it is common to find that the people living there 
i feel alienated. So, it is important to enhance the sense of 
• neighbourhood. 
I • 
； b. Maximize natura丨 light and natural ventilation. 
^ They are basic necessities of livable space. In sub-tropical 
climate like Hong Kong, the more natural light (indirect light) 
and natural ventilation a space has, the better the quality of 
- space it will be. 
3.2.3. goals of building design 
a. Maximize natural light and natural ventilation. 
It refers to the orientation and massing of the building. 
b. High capacity. 
As Hong Kong has extremely high density of population, 
the building must be able to handle a large amount of peo-
ple. 
3.2.3. goals of site planning design 
a. Enhance sense of community. 
Create some identity for the residents. 
b. provide more open space. 
c. integrate different kinds of communal facilities 
4 
Methodology study housing issues 
Establish goals 
Choose a site & 
study its context 
Define client and users 
Analyse Information to identify 
constraints and opportunities. 
Propose some concepts and put 
forward a hypothesis 
Revise concepts and hypothesis 
Generate schemetic design 
options 
Narrow the concepts and concen-
trate on one or two main ideas. 
Generate options for comments. 
Further develop one option 
Yes o ^ Revise? 
No 
Final presentation. 
5 5.1 High-rise，high density 
D p t f ^ ^ f t •屋 n The design of Hong Kong's existing high-rise towers 
w U I t \ A are mainly due to the high density of population (high 
demand), the government building regulations and 
profit-oriented land selling (have time limited, usually 
99 years) policy. 
Hong Kong's densities are among the highest in the 
world. There are mainly two reasons for that. 
Firstly，several political developments in China like the 
1949 revolution, the "Great Leap Ahead" and the "Cul-
tural Revolution" triggered off people in mainland flow-
ing to Hong Kong, with millions of people streaming 
into the territory, cramming the already crowded ar-
eas even more. This influx was welcome as a steady 
source of low cost labour for the rapid industrializa-
tion of Hong Kong. 
‘ r 如 二 i " 」 S I : 丨 The second reason is a political one: all land belongs 
H Z E I p v i r - 二 二 、 〜 r : : 二念— to the government and is leased to developers or 
f i Z ^ ^ S ^ p i l i f e 4 结 p 、 developed by governmental agencies. Supply had to 
曰 三 i H : ! : 三 驗 remain tight to maintain a high price for land to be 
L ^ ^ f ' t 二 auctioned. Land lease became the biggest source of 
income for the government. 
“ — 二 < 〜，_•.... .. I T S H B U ^ a l The 1961 census quantified 238,000 and 209,000 per-
The privately developed Ba Man complex in Yau Ma Tei SODS per square kilometre for Sheung Wan and Wan 
hpl二―偷S in Hong Kong with 4,000 Chai respectively. One of the effects of such vastly 
increased densities was massive congestion of all 
types in the inner city areas. The overall rise in popu-
lation put a severe strain on the existing transport 
services and community facilities which were the re-
sponsibility of the government, although it was the 
private developer who created such pressures. 
Because of the increasing responsibility of the gov-
eminent, she decided to intervene the private sector. 
~ ~ ^ In 1962，the government modified the building regu-
^ 、 , lations in an effort to lower densities, but in response 
P t . L J . F to lobbying by developers a four year period of grace 
was allowed before the new measures were to be-
丄一丄 A _ _ , c L come effective. The result was a frantic four year build-
r 1 ^ … ing boom as developers sought to take advantage of 
“ •； P ‘ the existing legislation. In the rush many tenements 
J ~ 丨丨 L I — r — . were torn down to make way for the new high rise 
L B - d L J I buildings. 
.'‘、*、"• 、： „.. 二 r ~- -jy Si；：：：-：：：.；：, mi 
丨  ； \ … I Despite the extent of private redevelopment during 
G ’f、 1 ‘ : H this period there is little evidence to show that overall 
丨 > : standards improved in the private sector. 
} . ^ I ？ 
After the "grace period", starting from 1966，the situ-
P—te flat design in the i970's. ation began to change as buildings looked more like 
the present one. Actually, there have been no big 
changes for the present typical residential towers 
since 1966. 
-5.2 Housing conditions in 
private sector 
The ultimate goal of private housing design is to suit 
夢,《饮游'"广-乡“乂 g , 权 t h e market demand (people's collective needs and 
’ 鋒 ； j preference) and maximize the profit. Housing in pri-
赫 ‘ 5 vate sector like many other commodities in the mar-
會 1 ket, the quality of it depends on how much you can 
身 r 麵 I t J . pay for it. 
' • % : 》 " f 0 ‘ " f i 參 、 Since 1966，the eight-unit-per-floor cruciform plan has 
^ ^ 广 • 秦 / 乂 气 、 b e e n used. If we merely cons ider the plan 
必 广 ' ^ 、 《 ‘ a r c h i t e c t u r a l l y , it may have many problems or far from 
: : 、 , 、 、 勢 , p e r f e c t . However, if we consider the socio-economic 
、实？’ I 參 c o n t e x t in Hong Kong, it may be the most appropri-
,#7:^?；， ate solution. The design is not because of the build-
^ 、 / ing regulations though many architects insist in that. 
In fact, the regulations are just the minimum stand-
Typicai private housing unit layout. ard. There are many ways to design a better build-
ing without violating the regulations, e.g. four-unit-
per-floor cruciform plan can greatly improve the liv-
ing quality of a flat as more perimeter exposes to the 
natural light and air. But, is it a good design if we 
consider it in terms of Hong Kong socio-economic 
context? • ordinary people buy it? 
I ” 丨 条 义 A c t u a l l y ， p r i v a t e housing design reflects the social 
‘ 核 議 專 context and people's living pattern. Over 30 years, 
i f " I W C ^ ^ S our society has changed a lot, why there is almost 
I f ' l © »« no change in the eight-unit-per-floor cruciform plan? 
I i : B — 1 » R f l ^ ^ ： I n d e e d there is some modifications in the cruciform 
, ^ f " ; 〔 : 、 / 务 广 戈 绞 p i 如 ， e . g . diamond plan (privacy improved, but at the 
^ i f % - expense of furniture layout in the living room). Ad-
^ m ^ 、）^^恭，mittedly，the change is very subtle. Maybe, it is due 
to the little change in living pattern. Moreover, hous-
ing is not just limited to the floor plan design, actu-
ally, the current trend is to design more communal 
a f ^ ^ N n r f f S * ® ^ ^ ! ® ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ facilities like club house at ground level and how to 
make up a beautiful elevation as our society becomes — 
In the old districts, the highest densities are found 
though the height of buildings are modest. 
5.3. Physical conditions 
Geotechnically, most parts of Hong Kong are on top of 
_ granite hard bedrocks and Hong Kong is not located at 
iJoSKoNG .；'€.： < the earthquake belts. These give Hong Kong very fa-
‘ - 、 ' 二 : J . 播 ； ‘ ‘ vourable conditions for erecting high-rise buildings. How-
- W ^ ' ' - ： ； " : ever, the Hong Kong's sub-tropical climate does attract 
‘/ ‘:〜 j ‘ f " " 、 〜 … 、 • typhoons which create horizontal forces to the buildings 
袭 r 化 ' a n d required an extra effort to deal with them. 
""r , , 、 ' : ? ; ' 〜 ‘ ' ： 零 : : ‘ “ Moreover, the hot and humid summers force people to 
^ ' g r^ . ‘ use air-conditioners. Natural ventilation for the purpose 
舍•會礙： ,‘冗；对. -二: ：’ of cooling would not work during summers. This may be 
“ ； z ‘ , ； — ； the reason why Hong Kong architects are reluctant to 
/ … ’、 、“"；;? deal with climatic issues. 
Hong Kong territory： 80% of the total area is covered Topographically, the mountainous terrain of the Territory 
by difficult terrains, leading to the concentration of the has restricted the amount of land available for residen-
urban development into limited spaces. ^ial development 
5.3. Socio-economic 
conditions 
In general, Hong Kong's culture can be divided into four 
types. They are the Chinese, the Western, the mixture, 
and the locally derived culture which cannot be found in 
the mainland China and the Western countries. Though 
there are many kinds of culture in Hong Kong, it is not 
person specific. That means a person has more than 
one cultural preference or always changes his cultural 
preference. 
As Hong Kong is a small place, the mixture is not only 
、、”:…一二：......、、一-鍾；;；；^ confined to culture. Different classes people are also 
^ always mixed together, e.g. it is common to see the mid-
m ^ ^ ^ B m ^ i ^ ^ die class and lower class live in a same building and 
^ ^ ^ ^ . S H children from different walks of life study in a same 
I ^ ^ ^ n 广 
Economically, Hong Kong's success is mainly due to 
’ i ^ ^ the people came from the mainland China during the 
fa^^S Civil war in late 1940's. Those people provided the most 
\ 、 ‘ S S ' C ^ ^ 、 * ? ^ 、 I f l ^ l H H i essential elements for Hong Kong economic develop-
' ^ m m K m t ^ & t ment. In general, the people can be divided into three 
The Cultural Centre types. They are the rich, the poor and the entrepre-
neurs. When those people mixed together, a wounderful 
chemical reaction happened. The rich provides money， 
the poor provides cheap labour，the entrepreneurs link 
them together in a productive way. 
After 47 years development (started from 1949), Hong 
Kong's GDP per capita has doubled several times. In 







The first constraint is the very limited buildable land avail-
able in Hong Kong. This leads to very competitive use 
of land. Any new designs are almost can be assumed 
that they are pushed to the highest efficient. Otherwise, 
they many not be able to compete with other develop-
ments. New prototype should be able to settle a large 
amount of people within the limited available land. 
The second main constraint is the government regula-
tions. They controls the area of buildings, natural light-
ing and ventilation of some rooms, etc. 
Current problems 
Analysing the existing housing in Hong Kong, I discover 
that the building design cannot cultivate any sense of 
neighbourhood that leads to many psychological effects 
such as insecure and alienated. The existing residential 
towers are too standardized in unit design and even in 
building design. The design is the result of government 
regulations and the private developers' profit-oriented 
investment which is to satisfy the consumers' needs. 
Opportunities 
During the past decade, Hong Kong people and the 
whole society have become much more wealthy than 
ever before. As people become more wealthy, they can 
afford and be more willing to spend money on neigh-
bourhood environment. According to Maslow's Hierar-
chy of Needs, once people are satisfied with basic physi-
cal needs and safety needs, they want social needs. 
Rapid economic growth plus stable social environment 
have long satisfied our basic needs. It is time we up-
graded our needs. 
Environmentally, with the help of Computer Fluent Dy-
namic technology, there may be some possibilities of 
improving natural ventilation in some areas. 
7 
Client 
Solving housing problem, not just limited to government or large 
private developers, individual resident can also take part in the housing 
redevelopment. 
My client is a co-operative organisation which is run like a private 
developer. The difference between the organisation and a private 
developer is that the former has thousands of partners or share 
holders. The number of partners depend on the number of residents 
there. Certainly, it is impossible for all partners or share holders to 
participate in the organisation. In order to run efficiently, a commit-
tee would be formed to run the organisation like a private company. 
The main objectives of this kind of organisation are to break down 
the monopoly situation created by several large developers and 
secondly to let the residents share the profit (or lost). 
A monopolised market, not only do the consumers have to pay 
higher price, the monopolized company (or a union formed by sev-
eral companies) would also reduce the quantity supplied. 
How to form it? 
There may be three ways to make it work in Hong Kong context. 
Firstly, the Government can take an active role to guide and help 
the residents to establish the co-operative organization. Once 
established the organization, let the residents run it. 
Secondly, invite an agent to co-ordinate all works and let the agent 
do all the management works. This way, the owners (the residents) 
and the management (the agent) is separated. The payment for 
the agent can be lump sum or proportional to the profit. 
Thirdly, it relies on the voluntary residents to take the initiative to 
form the organization. 
Drawbacks of co-operative organisation in housing development: 
(i) There must be some residents who do not want to 
see anything changes. Therefore, those residents 
would either be ignored or they may hinder the 
development. 
(ii) Too many owners and compl icated project 
management skills needed, if the organization is run 
by the residents, they may not have enough expertise 
to manage it. 
(''') It may not be able to compete with large developers 
in the market even if the organization is run by the 




8.1. The client's objective 
(i) To enhance the sense of neighbourhood 
(ii) To develop an alternative community serving the 
residents and the territory 
(in) To make profit for the original residents 
8.2. The client's financial 
conditions and the users' 
affordability 
As the client is a co-operative organization, the financial 
ability is limited. The money for developing the site is mainly 
borrowed from bank. But, the amount of money can be 
borrowed depends on the asses owned by the organiza-
tion and the value can be generated from the development. 
The amount of value can be generated depends on the 
affordability of the target users. So, how to target the po-
tential users and their affordability will be the main concern 
for the client. 
8.3. The expected users 
There would be three types of users living in the buildings. 
First type is the original users who live there. Second type 
would the relatives or friends of the first type. The last one 
would the new users coming from other districts. 
In general, the development is divided into two parts. The 
first part is the towers and the second part is the podium 
design. The first part users would be the original residents 
and people moving from other areas. 
In this project, the target users are the lower and middle 
classes people. The family size is from 1 person to 5 per-
so 门 s. 
The following is the percentage of family size in Hong Konq 
(1986). 
Family size Percentage 
1 person 14.8% 
2-3 persons 33.6% 
4-5 persons 35.6% 
6 or above 16.0% 
Average size 3.7 
However, the proportion of different size of unit is not based 
on the family size percentage. It is based on market infor-
mation as people's preference towards one-bedroom, two-
bedroom or three-bedroom units not necessary depends 
on the family size. 
_ 
Locational map scale 1:10000 
Location 
The site is located at Mong Kok between Argyle 
Street and Prince Edward Road West. At the West 
side, there are Sai Yeung Choi Street South and 
Nathan Road there. While at the East side is Sai 
Yee Street. 
General characteristics of the area 
It is one of the highest density district in Hong 
Kong. The density of population was up to 1121 
persons per hectare in 1991. Though recently, 
many office buildings are erected along Nathan 
Road，in general, the most of the residential build-
ings there are obsolete and the physical living con-
ditions are not just overcrowding but also bad in 
physical condition. 
Admittedly, it is the major shopping area in Hong 
Kong where we can almost find various goods from 
all over the world, especially the electrical appli-
cants，audio and visual equipment, and sports 
facilities. 
Besides, it is also very famous of its exciting night 
life as it is not difficult to find a lot of night clubs 
and food stalls there during midnight. Certainly, 
the night life must have excellent midnight trans-
portation system to support it. In Mong Kok, it is 
the mini-bus network which works around the clock 
and extends to whole Hong Kong. 
Rigid arid in the area 
^ a J L J s ^ 
iimi 
Rigid grid system of the area. 
The 气e e most important roads 
_ 
m 
The three most important roads are Nathan Road, 
Argyle Street and Prince Ecward Raad West. ， 
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Net site area: 62 41 Om^  
Residential: 405 665m^ 
Commercial: 156 025m2 
Carpark: 46 OOOm^ 
Reation and open space: 26 lOOm^ 
Primary school: 5 OOSm^  
Secondary school: 11 yoom^ 
Community centre: 2 349m^ 
Market: 2 OOOm^ 
Bus terminus: 4 OOOm^  
Public light bus termini: 3 200m^ 
Taxi stands: 1 0 0 0 m ' 
Schedule of accommodation (detail) 
Site area: 62,410m2 (exclude streets and Gl/C area) 
Domestic use 
Plot ratio for domestic use: 6.5 
(the maximum domestic plot ratio for Comprehensive Development Areas) 
GFA for domestic use: 405 665m2 
Number of residential units: 6 216 
Number of habitants: 17 400 persons 
(Planning Department's Occupancy Assumption, 2.8 persons per flat) 
Commercial use 
Plot ratio for commercial area: 2.5 
GFA for commercial purposes: 156 025m^ 
Carpark 
Number of carpark: 1 554 
(one parking space per 4 flats accordance with those stipulated on OZPs) 
GFA for carparking: 46 000m2 (estimated including circulations) 
Recreation and open space 
Open space: 26 100m2 
(In urban area, the standard for open space is 15ha per 100 000 persons, i.e. 1.5m2 per person) 
Active recreatiional facilities 
1 Type A Indoor Recreation Centre (for population 15 000- 24 999) 
It includes: 
(i) Main Games Hall ( 6 0 0 m 2 ) - usable for badminton ( 4 courts), basketball (1 court) or 
volleyball (1 court) 
(ii) 1 Activity/Dance Room for table-tennis, dance and other activities (120m^) 
(iii) 1 Fitness Training Room (120m2) 
Community facilities 
Primary school: 1 (site area 5 005m^) 
(one school for every 2 250 persons in the 6-11 age group) 
Secondary school: 2 (site area 11 700m2, @5 SSOm )^ 
(one school for every 1 500 persons in the 12-18 age group) 
Neighbourhood community centre: 1 (site area 2 349m2) 
(one centre for every 15 000 to 40 000 persons) 
Market: 1 (2 0 0 0 m 2 , for 30 000 persons) 
(0.07m2 per person) 
Public transportations 
Bus termini: 1 (4 OOOm )^ 
Public light bus termini: 4 (3200m2, @800m2) 
Taxi stands: 2 (lOOOm^, @500m2) 
11 
Process 
11-1- Before design 
I V 〜 At this stage, what I wanted to do was not very clear, the 
， ； 务 务 w ； fjrst thing about housing came to my mind was the issue 
釀 霧 零 環 c o m p l a i n e d most by the people. It was not the quality of 
f “ WM'^ design though it was important. To complain the quality of 
、 d e s i g n ， y o u should first have a flat or you cam afford one. It 
. i s meaningless to discuss with a long-starved man about 
how to make a delicious meal. People going to street to ask 
； ' A government to do something not because of design. The 
tt^ 釋 c r u x of housing problem is that ordinary people cannot af-
W S ^ ^ ^ F ^ ford to buy a flat. As a result, they have to pay very expen-
^ sive rent. While those landlords become richer and richer 
仏 。 叛 j u s t because of possessing some flats. According to a sur-
1 ‘ ； 轉 I t vey done by Asiaweek, Hong Kong's quality of life is below 
z the people in Singarpore. The survey said that it is due to 
‘ . t h e fact that people in Hong Kong, they have to spend a big 
； f a m o u n t money in housing. So, in order to increase the qual-
“ ^ e A J S m ^ l i ^ ^ ^ M I ity of life of Hong Kong people, it is imperative that we should 
— • 
Overcrowded living environment 
Can architecture solve social problems? 
Le Corbusier, according to his definition of architecture, he 
regarded that architecture can solve all social problems. 
Though I don't thoroughly believe him, I believe at least ar-
chitecture can play a leading role in solving social problems. 
That was the reason I started to study the possibility of us-
ing architectural-driven approach to solve social problems -
housing. 
Therefore, at the beginning stage of this project, I spent most 
of time trying to understand and look for possible solutions 
for the most important housing issue - the supply of hous-
ing. 
11-2. During design 
11.2.1. How to increase housing 
supply without increasing 
the in land supply? 
(a) increase the spatial efficiency 
(livable area / gross floor area) 
The objective of increasing spatial efficiency is to provide 
more livable space within a same volume of space. In other 
words, it is to minimize the services area. 
However, analysing the existing typical floor plans, I have 
found that not only does the existing typical floor plan have 
extremely high spatial efficient, it also has many other quali-
ties such as natural lighting and ventilation, facing only two 
directions, and high site flexibility. 
Two concepts used to achieve the efficiency. 
(i) Using point tower instead of slab block 
(ii) Minimizing core space. 
Difficulties of increasing the efficiency. 
(i) Limited by natural ventilation and lighting 
(ii) Limited by the unit efficiency. Changing corridor 
/ public space to internal circulation space 
should not be counted as an increase in spatial 
efficiency as it will decrease the unit's spatial 
efficiency. 
(ii) Limited by fire escape 
(b) increase the site efficiency 
(livable space / massing) 
The objective of it is to increase the livable area within a 
same massing. Currently, the existing typical floor plan 
consists of a re-entrance between two units. If it can be 
converted to livable space, then the efficiency can be in-
creased within the same massing. 
However, it is almost impossible to remove the re-entrance 
unless we accept artificial ventilation and lighting like some 
towers in U.S. 
I 
I Options explored to study spatial efficiency 
i and neighbourhood 
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11.2.2. Advantages and 
disadvantages of high 
？ I H i 11 . s , Is there an optimum residential density in Hong Kong? 麵冬y』ll III 1 ~ ‘ 1 i :餐》丁。answer this question, it involves many disciplines. Any-
y / 1 I I _ I way, it is useful to summarise advantages and disadvan-
} * allowing shorter journey times to work and 
m " i f i ^ se …ices by both minimising distances. 
^ ^ ^ 难 • high density development allows economies 
辑 誦 響 二 = 二 S s 二 f infrastructure 
舞勢 • • high density development allows the 
纖《«1騰》4、、、"、、%•!! IlliiilIIHPI丨Ik rationalisation of open space and G/IC 
Properly planned compresive high-density facilities and requires less wastage of non 
development buildable areas such as utility reserves and 
pavements. 
• by concentrating development, high density 
prevents urban sprawl which could otherwise 
threaten countryside areas of recreational 
potential and ecological important. 
I” (b) disadvantages: 
： • it can produce conditions of overcrowding and 
congestion, particularly where the population 
exceeds the recommended threshold 
； I f standards for provision of open space, GIC 
facilities and circulation areas. 
i • by concentrating activities and population, it 
1 霍 also concentrates pollution emissions and 
[ l ^ exposes a higher number of people to these. 
• the presence of tall buildings does not allow 
free dispersal of wind blown pollutants, 
• 二 S 二 ; f — 一 一 
I 碧 i • there is a very high degree of intermixing of space users, many of which are not =omp，bl”o one another and some  evenindustrial buildings, placed in very Hazardo s t Others. close proximity. 
11.2.3. How to enhance sense of 
neighbourhood? 
(a) at ground level 
(i) Three therectical examples showing the 
relationship between open space and building 
height. 
Open space can be increased significantly if 
the initial site coverage is large. 
(ii) Hong Kong situation 
Using existing typical private housing floor plan 
Net site area: 50143 sq. m. / V ^ 
Domestic use plot ratio: 6.5 . 
= 二 ： ： S。s,m 
Spatial efficiency: 85% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Site coverage: 18% (less than the 
allowable number) 
Open space: 41117sq.m 
Using an extreme example 孤 
= 二 c y : ？s。,。( |_n 
the allowable number) 
Open space: 44878 sq. m 
Open space ^ ^ ^ 
increased: 9% 
Conclusion: The amount of open space increased depends on the initial site 
coverage. If it is large originally, then more open space can be 
gained and vice versa. 
Example 
"Vision" scheme - Le Corbusier 
, 
m 幽 
； . f 攀 騎 翔 
_____ >、“ ‘： Pfl-r h f/、I Uy- 〜"二-..-/ 
靈翻I:丨mm 
Taller buildings, more open space in between. 
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(iii) lift change level 
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(c) within a building 
common space 
The lift lobby at each floor is the only common space in the most high-
rise buildings. 
personalization 
In general, personalization can be divided into two types. 
The first one is external that is doing something cannot be 
easily seen by your neighbour. But, it can be seen from the 
street, e.g. put some plants on top of window sill. Usually, 
your neighbour may not know what you are doing. ， 
The second type is internal that is doing something can be 
seen by your neighbour. Usually, it happens at the entrance. 
In this case, whatever you do, your neighbour would give 
you some comment and show their concern to you. Cer-
tainly, it also increase the time you spend in the common 
space as you have something to do. 
visual and sound contact 
Though home is a very private place, it does not mean peo-
ple want to separate from the world completely. Sometimes, 
people want to contact their neighbours in some specific 
area within their home. In order to achieve this purpose, 
some balconies in some housing are designed to be seen 





11.2.3. Analysis of existing podium 
type housing 
Hierarchy of space Multi-level circulation 
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Compactness Scale down the towers 
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the podium and its roof forming a compacted and Usually, the height of the podium is around 15m which 
diversified community ^ ^ managable scale for the most of people. 










Maximize profit More air，less noise 
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100% site coverage 丨or podium and at the same time P o _ m raised the tower and separates public and 
it would not reduce the open space ， private circulation, ft serves as a buffer between 
residents and the noisy public area. 
Efficient二loor plan Efficient unit design 
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The corridor design cannot cuitivate sense of Kitchen and bath rooms have natural ventilation and 
neighbourhood. People may feel unsecure and being fighting, 
油陥t組 But, no sense of arrival. 
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Final design 




Bird's eye view from South West 
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saipnis Mopeqs uns 
Communal space defined by the blocks Maximize view and privacy 
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Computer generated ground level entrance image 
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Ground level perspective 
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Ground floor plan 
I 
Use water-falls to define spaces 
Main approaches to the site and to produce masking sound. 
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Most of the people will come from Mong Kok 
MTR Station at the lower left hand corner. Two groups of water-fall define a space in front 
of the shopping entrance. People can eat and 
take a break in this kind of psychologically pro-
tected area after shopping. 
A corner never sleep Focal point of the podium 
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An open space is designed for night people to 
use when the podium is closed at night. 
12.3. Community cell design 
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Hierarchy of structural elements 
Primary structural element 
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Section of the common space 
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Users participated corridor design (personalization) 
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Results 
In the first case, the computer simulation shows that the light reflector cannot work properly It cannot 
reflect light into the common space. On the contrary, it block light shine into the lower floor The original 
Idea IS to use the light reflector to increase the brightness of the common space. However we can see 
from the simulation that the brightness actually decreases a little bit. ’ 
In the second case, we can see both devices can perform their shading function properly In general the 
difference between them is very subtle. We could even say that they are almost no different in terms of 
brightness. However, concerning the variety of lighting effect, the window with metal shading device can 
create more variety as it can allow some light to pass through it and reflect some light into the room. 
14 
Conclusion 
Thought the Government and the public do not regard 
the design of housing as critical and urgent as providing 
housing for people, being an architectural student，we 
should have vision of improving of our living quality. 
Analysing the existing housing in Hong Kong, I discover 
that the existing residential towers design cannot culti-
vate any sense of community and neighbourhood that 
leads to many psychological effects such as insecure 
and alienated. Secondly, there are no areas for users to 
personal ise their indiv idual ent rances. 
Third, seldom of them try to deal with the climatic is-
sues. Certainly, there may be more problems in the ex-
isting towers and I understand that housing is not merely 
an architectural issue. It is a social, economical and po-
litical issue, etc. 
However, the existing podium type housing do have its 
merits such as hierarchy of space, high compactness, 
hierarchy of circulation, scale down the towers, maxi-
mize profit, more air an less noise, efficient floor plan 
and unit design. 
My project is divided into two parts. The first part is to 
study whether we can create more communal space at 
ground level or in the sky like sky garden or courtyard in 
an estate scale (a group of buildings). Second part is 
about designing a building which is composed of com-
munity cells. 
Studying the feasibility of creating more communal space 
at ground level, I have found that the amount of space 
can be increased depends on the initial site coverage. If 
it is large initially, then more open space can be gained 
and vice versa. 
The reason why I propose the community cell concept 
is that the existing building scale (in term of people's 
social capacity) is too large for people to handle. Resi-
dents have no interest to know their neighbours as there 
are too many people in the buildings (out of their capac-
ity)- If we can break down the scale, I believe the people 
live in the cell will have interest to know each other and 
take more initiative to establish the sense of neighbour-
hood. 
Lastly, I have to admit that what I have done is just a 
very very small part of housing. Architecture is a subset 
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Introduction 
f 義 ？ • 八 A ^ ^ ： - W h a t do we lack concerning housing in Hong Kong 
| > 二 ‘ m s except lacking in livable space and problems associ-
二:=二，。，s- we 
‘ J r P m ^ ^ ^ Analysing the existing housing in Hong Kong, I dis-
% d a f i f ‘ I 、；! f | : | cover that the existing residential towers are too stand-
I:' ':: n u ' M ' W f S k ' 令 I ' 1 ardized in unit design and even in building design. 
- ‘ ' l O T m I ‘ 丁hat is not consistent with the diversified and ever-
h ‘ changing human needs. Secondly, seldom of them 
f - , , ‘ try to deal with the climatic issues. Thirdly, the build-
〜 . 丨丄. ， ing design cannot cultivate any sense of neiqhbour-
7 ？ _ i n g 、 r W ， ” e e d s more hood that leads to many psycLlogical effects such 
i eTecxf e will they as insecure and alienated 
I , expec • Certainly, there may be more problems in the exist-
^ ing towers and I understand that housing is not merely 
an architectural issue. It is a social, economical and 
‘ political issue, etc. However, due to the limited time 
； , . 「 and resources, I will try to concentrate on solving 
； ® ，細 ^ ^ above architectural problems rather than studying all 
、 為 : . _ 咖 ‘ issues superficially. 
丫 「 - I \ ‘ - f ^ B M y ^ m My project is going to design a building which is more 
:、:：、、、 ， ‘ • § p B personalized as users can determine the uses of non-
、、 ^ ； • m 0 m structural parts. In past, it may be very inconvenient 
! ；;< 、 、h - K M m ( # • to ask user to decide what they want before erecting 
厂、、 J 、：、M_ m J ^ m the building. In the very near future, with the help of 
y \ :、、； _ u s e r - f r i e n d l y computer interface, the buyer can 
L、：、?'： ：,：；、 營 ^JtSr^ 巧 ， choose where to put the partition wall and even the 
: 〈 、 ’ w colour of the windows. 
Population assumptions by The Moreover, the project will try to study the possibilities 
(八、 Planning Department. of making the tower more environmental friendly. 
、、 : T h e last part is to deal with the social and psycho-
logical needs of residents. How we can enhance the 
sense of neighbourhood in high-rise buildings will be 




擎》:、V The design of Hong Kong's existing high-rise towers 
are mainly due to the high density of population (high 
t demand) and the government regulations. I \、 、 i； 
、： Hong Kong's densities are among the highest in the 
^ world. There are mainly two reasons for that. 
Firstly, several political developments in China like the 
1949 revolution, the "Great Leap Ahead" and the "Cul-
t: : tural Revolution" triggered off people in mainland flow-
/ ； i n g to Hong Kong, with millions of people streaming 
：‘ , into the territory, cramming the already crowded ar-
y eas even more. This influx was welcome as a steady 
source of low cost labour for the rapid industrializa-
f 丨 t i o n of Hong Kong. 
/ : ,,、 The second reason is a political one: all land belongs 
i ； S f S 、 、 - H H I S ^ E S i ^ to the government and is leased to developers or 
； ^iif^mrMi^E t developed by governmental agencies. Supply had to 
； . l i ^ f e l S ^ remain tight to maintain a high price for land to be 
？ The 1961 census quantified 238,000 and 209,000 per-
sons per square kilometre for Sheung Wan and Wan 
Th • + _ Chai respectively. One of the effects of such vastly 
Z r t densities • massive congestion of all 
per hectare. ^ types in the inner city areas. The overall rise in popu-
I , 丨ation put a severe strain on the existing transport 
j, services and community facilities which were the re-
sponsibility of the government, although it was the 
private developer who created such pressures. 
Because of the increasing responsibility of the gov-
ernment, she decided to intervene the private sector. 
In 1962, the government modified the building regu-
lations in an effort to lower densities, but in response 
: to lobbying by developers a four year period of grace 
I i was allowed before the new measures were to be-
〉 一 ― • ， L _ come effective. The result was a frantic four year build-
r , 1 j £ i i 芬 ing boom as developers sought to take advantage of 
— I 丨,」M I the existing legislation. In the rush many tenements 
. ：巧众厂-〕一 c were torn down to make way for the new high rise 
、？、、、’ I 1 ^ t 1 … L 1 ! n buildings. 
p i \ 4 " jr-^ Despite the extent of private redevelopment during 
— 1 』 B 1 、 〜 I t P U J p i 』 this periocHhere is litt 丨 e evidence to show that overall 
r—l ' i ' i I ' " " — U ‘ g、广 f——I " H standards improved in the private sector. 
Q I? ”“…户， 
= = L J After the "grace period", starting from 1966，the situ-
1 ！ ation began to change as buildings looked more like 
i - i the present one. Actually, there have been no big 
D. + 姜 . • HO.., changes for the present typical residential towers 
V, Private flat design in the 1970's. s ince 1966 
m 'I:, 
m 
I I Physical conditions 
Geotechnically, most parts of Hong Kong are on top of 
、^餐，? granite hard bedrocks and Hong Kong is not located at 
f " the earthquake belts. These give Hong Kong very fa-
、：， vourable conditions for erecting high-rise buildings. How-
ever, the Hong Kong's sub-tropical climate does attract 
typhoons which create horizontal forces to the buildings 
and required an extra effort to deal with them. 
‘ ' - 〜‘‘ 
Moreover, the hot and humid summers force people to 
: : u s e air-conditioners. Natural ventilation for the purpose 
f : : 身 ; J o f cooling would not work during summers. This may be 
,夕 the reason why Hong Kong architects are reluctant to 
) ， d e a l with climatic issues. 
,V〜 ,…/ 
二 _ h Social and political conditions 
In Hong Kong, when people buy cars, computers, etc., 
I ' 二 ；,:：： they can choose various suitable components. People 
！ f in Hong Kong are used to personalizing their own needs 
f 痛 t : and most of the businessmen understand the diversity 
of needs from different people. But, why not flats? 
I"'"''(人 In general, Hong Kong's culture is a mixture of the Chi-
If'： nese culture and the Western culture. It is common to 
I:二: ， see some group of people have very strong collective 
behaviour.They share very similar taste and preference. 
k : 〜 While, many people, especially young generation, have 
'::',„ ” strong sense of individualism. 
Politically, though Hong Kong is not yet a fully demo-
cratic society, our society is going to become more open 
and respect individual rights. 
资_丨丨？ 
Current constraints 
: The first constraint is the very limited buildable land avail-
able in Hong Kong. This leads to very competitive use of 
land. Any new designs are almost can be assumed that 
they are pushed to the highest efficient. Otherwise, they 
many not be able to compete with other developments. 
New prototype should be able to settle a large amount of 
people within the limited available land. 
:、: The second main constraint is the government regula-
tions.They controls the area of buildings, natural lighting 
： : and ventilation of some rooms, etc. 
； Current problems 
:〜 Analysing the existing housing in Hong Kong, I discover 
that the existing residential towers are too standardized 
in unit design and even in building design. That is not 
consistent with the diversified and ever-changing human 
needs. Secondly, seldom of them try to deal with the 
climatic issues. Thirdly, the building design cannot culti-
vate any sense of neighbourhood that leads to many 
psychological effects such as insecure and alienated. 
'、„ " T V l a t C I f . 、 ‘ : I . . 
/ - • - , \ '!> .1 I 
、 ' 二 > 、： ，. v u 11 V d I f 
：二 二 ’ 
_ 
I J Opportunities 
• During the past decade, Hong Kong people and the whole 
society have become much more wealthy than ever be-
fore. People are no longer satisfied with the existing highly 
f ^ standardized housing.The need for expressing individu-
ality is strong. But, without a user-friendly computer in-
6 、 terface，it is difficult for a buyer to express his prefer-
I ence. Nowadays or in the very near future, the computer 
system would be able show a menu for buyers to choose 
: and allow them to do modifications. This way, the buy-
/ . ‘ " ' . ers buy what they want. 
However, emphasizing on individuality does not mean 
that we do not care about the neighbourhood. As people 
v / 3 ' - / ' become more wealthy, they can afford and be more will-
》 麵 i n g to spend money on neighbourhood environment. 
I : ， : : : , A c c o r d i n g to Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, once people 
5 : : = : : : a r e satisfied with basic physical needs and safety needs, 
赛 t h e y want social needs. Rapid economic growth plus sta-
t : : : ' , ,, ble social environment have long satisfied our basic 
I ? ::: ；' needs. It is time we upgraded our needs, 
f 5c:;> Environmentally, with the help of Computer Fluent Dy-
namic technology, there may be some possibilities of 
夢 " ； 人 i m p r o v i n g natural ventilation in some areas. 
‘‘ r , H: 二 人 ； 々 
i . � ’ " ‘ 
_ _ _ _驗1: _纖:_ 
'I “ ‘ ' I ' 广 • 
I Client profile 
My client is a private developer. His intentions of this 
project is to maximize his profit and using this project to 
？ : show his leading position in Hong Kong. In order to 
achieve his intentions, it is an experimental project which 
； will try to develop a new housing prototype which will be 
more flexible in unit scale and more environmental 
friendly and have stronger sense of neighbourhood in 
building scale. The client assumes that high flexibility 
善： enables buyers or users to personalize their own spe-
二 、 cific needs.To the developer, it means that his product is 
； more suitable for the market and can have a longer prod-
I、、、： uct life span as it is flexible. Secondly, the developer also 
、 believe that good natural ventilation and lighting would 
r 、 add extra-value to the building. Thirdly, the developer 
j :丨 notice that good quality of housing is not just providing a 
； 及 ： ； - livable unit to a user. When people try to buy a flat, they 
f :::、: would consider the neighbourhood. Therefore, good 
！ : neighbourhood environment is an important value to the 











項’ Locational map scale 1:10000 
、 “ i Location 
The site is located at Mong Kok between Argyle 
Street and Prince Edward Road West. At the West 
side, there are Sai Yeung Choi Street South and 
r Nathan Road there. While at the East side is Sai 
I Yee Street. 
General characteristics of the area 
It is one of the highest density district in Hong 
Kong. The density of population was up to 1121 
persons per hectare in 1991. Though recently, 
many office buildings are erected along Nathan 
Road，in general, the most of the residential build-
ings there are obsolete and the physical living con-
ditions are not just overcrowding but also bad in 
physical condition. 
}々、广、 
Admittedly, it is the major shopping area in Hong 
； Kong where we can almost find various goods from 
all over the world, especially the electrical appli-
cants, audio and visual equipment, and sports 
facilities. 
Besides, it is also very famous of its exciting night 
life as it is not difficult to find a lot of night clubs 
and food stalls there during midnight. Certainly, 
、；;,, the night life must have excellent midnight trans: 
portation system to support it. In Mong Kok, it is 
t l the mini-bus network which works around the clock 
霄 r 華 and extends to whole Hong Kong. 
卿 T 一 ， 
::: i i ^ y 
疆 
i a： 
Rigid grid system of the area, 
" ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f t a n t roads 
M W , The three most important roads are Nathan Road, 
卿 纏 Argyle Street and Prince Ecward Raad West. ， 
_ 
I 
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二 二 二 = = 二 二 口 O f 
• - Issues 
1. Prototype design issues 
a. Unit design 
、 ： ’ ’ ， : . b. Floor level design 
J c. Building design 
I l l i P i i i ^ 
‘：、 2. Site specific issues 
《:,、:： a. Podium design 
I b. Carpark design 
'1 蒙 : , t n W T r t P l r W T 1 • Goals of prototype design 
J ^ ^ 1.a. Goals of unit design 
！^  ：： / ‘ 一 一 ^ 1- High personalization and high flexibility. 
f "； '； " -••lYy-g I, - j Vu IT I Buyers should be able to choose their own units elevations, 
I :?二 V : , L； 1 J \yA floor and ceiling systems when they are buying their flats 
I ‘ ,, : | V ) through user-friendiy computer interface. Similarly, users 
；: ^ ^ should also be able to choose their own unique layouts. Later 
j • ： 丄 : f - ^ — ' L i d .1 on, if their life style or demographic profiles change, they 
义 can re-arrange the layout again. 
t M T I J J T 2. Longer unit life span. 
V , w j ^ i r r ^ ^ I f H ^ Not only does it refer to flexibility of layout, it also refers to 
f , - i p i the materials used and services supports. In order to main-
‘ J_J..…..1... L I } tain the adaptability of the units to the future changes, it 
: t — J ~ t — j - — l 1 — _ j — 1 should be highly flexible and have provisional space for fu-
Exampie of unit flexibility ture service systems. 
！？在:i衫：；饭：！:丨：；:丨钱S资丨丨S战丨丨资：丨故:- 
3. High privacy. 
-： f n n r r r refers to visual and acroustic separation. It is important to 
-； |!| I i i j b keep high privacy among different units. 
、 - 、 I 1 \ I i I 11 丨广 
) 二 “ b ^ U ^ — 一 4 . Maximize natural light and natural ventilation. 
I X :、 4U」L」5l.....11 j t Z A . They are basic necessities of livable space. In sub-tropical 
5、…、 ii f f T T — 「 ] 「 r " I I ” f ^ climate like Hong Kong, the more natural light (indirect light) 
r f i n n n n ' ^ r ^ n M M F t ' and natural ventilation a unit has, the better the quality of 
L '…、 . g h ^ — s p a c e it will be. 
( 。 （ : : : 、 : “ f j = : p t i 、 — p H — i r H 
A、： ^ m t i n H i n H M M M s. A n appropr ia te un i t s ize and p ropo r t i on . 
； : ; ; : C D b D n a n a C j z j c z n whatever the flexibility the unit has, if the size and propor-
\ … i p n a ^ B R R P i ^ M H ti〇n POorly designed, the flexibility is meaningless. 
、 t、 、、\ 湖 湖 叙 】 » ^ 、 ^ "^r^ L r»7 、 i 、 、、、 — — ^ 
r 、 Example of size and proportion study 1 . b . g o a l s Of f l O O r l e v e l d e s i g n 
1 • High flexibility of changing number of units per floor, 
eg. changing eight units per floor to ten units per floor. It is 
not a game of changing numbers. In fact, it is flexibility of 
, converting, say, a big family unit to two single person units 




2. Good relationship with upper and lower floors. 
Sometimes, flexibility is not limited at horizontal level. Verti-
cally, it can also be done. 
餐‘公、、、、八》、、、： 
• f i 3. Enhance neighbourhood relationship. 
I f A floor level is composed of several individual units. It is 
t、、 essential to recognize the relationship and enhance the 
sense of neighbourhood. 
；賴丨I. •、教發缀溶少"" 
_；獨激::.. 1.C. goals of building design 
諮潘獲Sii錄餘I珍縫纖絲錄 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
1. Enhance neighbourhood relationship. 
;/ ： ‘, Though it will be done at floor level, floor scale and building 
t V scale are quite different. As the human activities varies in 
scale, it is still necessary for the residents. 
‘ ' ‘ “ 
r , J i I p L r \ 2- Maximize natural light and natural ventilation. 
I " , " I y j [ 移 I t refers to the orientation and massing of the building. 
i ： , 3. High capacity. 
^； : Lj™"!!"""^ u 3 | . ( C _ r As Hong Kong has extremely high density of population, 
I" '" ^ ^ I \ the building must be able to handle a large amount of peo-
：：''：-,； z pie. 5 :: ‘ e ^ ^ 
r t f f i ^ P ^ - ^ ^ 4. Facilitate maintenance works. 
: - . ^ . t i ^ f c ^ ^ ^ All building services systems should be clearly organized 
； ; : 金 and integrated together. 
Example of using natural ventilation 
？- 5. Long building life span. 
: Though units are very flexible and are able to adapt for fu-
ture changes, it is meaningless if the structure systems fail 
: after a short period of time. Moreover, the structural sys-
tems should be able to carry additional load if the building 
needs to be expanded. 
2. Goals of site specific issues design 
2.a. podium design 
f 1- Enhance sense of community. 
k Create some identity for the residents. 
、-、、 、、、 
r 2- provide open and recreational space for residents. 
I、 They should include passive and active space for different 
r: kinds of needs. 
5 、 、 、 、 『HliT 
2.b. carpark design 
1 • Minimum land use competition with other uses. 
As carpark does not require natural lighting and ventilation, 
the priority of locating it can be the lowest as long as it is 
remained at reasonable travelling distance. 
^ ；；. „ 
_ • 
mm -A'J" “ 
ffmmr齊""A 
_ 
I 爆 Schedule of accommodation (summary) 
I … 
Net site area: 62 41 Om^ 
Residential: 405 665m2 
Commercial: 156 025m2 
Carpark: 46 000m2 
,丨； Reation and open space: 26100m2 
‘ / 
；i V《 Primary school: 5 0 0 5 m 2 
？》 
fe多：i Secondary school: 11 700m2 
“ / A " ‘‘‘‘ 
擎 C o m m u n i t y centre: 2 349m2 f/ ' " 
4 y ‘ / : ‘ ： ‘ 
I Market: 2 000m2 
f Bus terminus: 4 000m2 
… ‘ 。 -
d - , , , 
Public light bus termini: 3 200m2 
Taxi stands: 1 ooom^ 
：麵 i l 
顏.111 ii__,i _ l__i iiiii 
If 
I 
_；；；、- . . 』 
W：丨德沒珍丨玲阐游 I -.lif兹威i鐵黎缀键 i i i i ____ 
I 、、 
_ 灣 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ 
I総錄等__ _ _ _：凝 
_ • | | Schedule of accommodation (detail) 
Site area: 62,410m2 (exclude streets and Gl/C area) 
• Domestic use 
Plot ratio for domestic use: 6.5 
(the maximum domestic plot ratio for Comprehensive Development Areas) 
GFA for domestic use: 405 665m2 
Number of residential units: 6 216 
Number of habitants: 17 400 persons 
, , : (Planning Department's Occupancy Assumption, 2.8 persons per flat) 
多忽彰象游竊终貧翁黎：毅该： 
？ y 《 Commercial use 
| f Plot ratio for commercial area: 2.5 
々 彻 ‘ GFA for commercial purposes: 156 025m^ 
Carpark 
f " 丨 Number of carpark: 1 554 
I F 广- :，： （one parking space per 4 flats accordance with those stipulated on OZPs) 
藝 GFA for carparking: 46 000m2 (estimated including circulations) 
I , 
1/ : Recreation and open space 
, , , : Open space: 26 lOOm^ 
f^- ' - :: (In urban area, the standard for open space is 15ha per 100 000 persons, i.e. 1.5m2 per person) 
f y Active recreatiional facilities 
I； 1 Type A Indoor Recreation Centre (for population 15 000- 24 999) 
It includes: 
,•• ‘ 
f ‘ (i) Main Games Hall (600m2) - usable for badminton (4 courts), basketball (1 court) or 
i- volleyball (1 court) 
\ ('') 1 Activity/Dance Room for table-tennis, dance and other activities (120m2) 
C (iii) 1 Fitness Training Room (120m2) 
- Community facilities 
: Primary school: 1 (site area 5 OOSm )^ ^ 
: ‘ (one school for every 2 250 persons in the 6-11 age g roup) (、 
i V、.( C • I Secondary school: 2 (Site area 11 700m2，@5 850m2) 、 '、‘ 、 
〉 （one school for every 1 500 persons in the 12-18 age group) ^  V j eC、：; s t 、 0 v 、 . ’ : ( 、 
I \ : Neighbourhood community centre: 1 (site area 2 349m2) ， 『 1 、 6 ’ “ 、 c ) 
I 二 （one centre for every 15 000 to 40 000 persons) ‘ ^ I ； \ I -
i ：二、、 Market: 1 (2 000m2，for 30 000 persons) 
:、:：> : (0.07m2 per person) 
sj、、 、 :、\ 
n -1、、、 
I : Public transportations 
:、 Bus termini: 1 (4 000m2) 
1 Public light bus termini: 4 (3200m2, @800m2) 
: 、 Taxi stands: 2 (lOOOm^, @500m2) 
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[ The support is a structure that is designed and built in a specific place. While infill is that part of the 
building which is determined for each dwelling or territorial claim. 
" The infill can change without causing a change in the support. ,-； 
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case study 
1 The Casal Dei Pazzi" Housing comp ex in Rome 
I L r : The housing complex was designed in 1989 and built in 1992-1994. It consists of two main 
: : “ residential buildings, 7 and 8 floors high, respectively, and 67 meters and 80 meters long and 14 
meters wide. The structural system and the architectural characteristics of the two buildings are the 
same in order to create a homogenous but yet varied image for the complex. 
The main goal of the design was to obtain a maximum flexibility for the inner distribution of 
different types of apartments without altering the structural and architectural characteristics 
,, The width of each apartment is 8.6 meters and it was divided into three 2.85 meters wide modules. 
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15.2. floor plans in other places 
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DUPLEX APARTMENT PLAN 
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Types of Apartment Buildings 
T H R E E - W I N G PLAN (Y PLAN) 
The project in Fig. 3 wi l l consist of two 14- ‘•.。. 
story reinforced concrete Y-shaped towers, ~ 1 
each containing 42 apartments on a landscaped 
plaza. In characteristic Puerto Rican fashion, the F I" 
entrance is kept completely open and the build- 1 ！. [ | • 
ing is raised above the plaza by columns which ol [ T g C H U * P ] 
二 ， 滅 丁he - e r i o r concrete is , 1 ：3 I Q 涵！ 1 . 9 i j 
The Y shape was chosen to provide uninter- ' ' j i M f f " t f . T ^ j S “ 
rupted vistas toward the east f rom the apart- . i ~ • O t ^ ^ W • ^ A ^ / 
ment balconies. Repetitive elements of the plan • • • ^ E ^ - ^ f l B 
enabled rapid construct ion util izing a c l imbing 3 L D ' g p . t U O W 
；;Pti二二二d 丨 i g l l t e 层 
rear of the site and is slightly depressed to keep . . . M l ^ l . ' ' ^ ^ J g ^ P v . , ^ 
F ‘ ~ O , 
L . o,. . m n 
TYPICAL. FLOOR PUAM pj Q [jjj 
V IV J ^ V I ~ 
LIV 
l ^ j i f f f l f f r f f l i f i ff ifl fWfff i f l 




Types of Apartment Buildings 
CROSS PLAN 
CROSS PLAN 
The cross scheme has four equal wings extend- ^ ^ 
ing out f rom a central service core. The most ^ 令 y W 
common apartment arrangement is to have xZ J T ， ^ ^ Nv 
two apartments per wing for a total of eight. ^ ^ \ 夕 中 ^ ^ 
The amount of corridor space is compact and \ 八 ^ ^ 々 、 , 
access to the apartments is directly off the ele- 《 \ 
vator. Since each wing has two apartments, ^ ^ ^ ^ 八 ^ 入 
each apartment has some cross ventilation at .‘’ X ^ — — J — — ^ ^ / / 
the bend of the apartment and two exposures. ^ ^ 、 • + ； 勺 、 Z 中 
Because of the configuration, the typical floor N^ \ ^ ^  ^^ ^^  
has an extensive perimeter, which permits ^ ^ \ ) / \ 
practically all rooms to have windows. Each ^ ^ \ V / <, ^ ^ apartment is situated at a 90。angle with the ^ ^ N g ^ j j l ^ p ^ c ^ X ^ JT 
opposite apartment, which is acceptable. 、 l ^ l f e ^ f e l 各 效 
One major diff iculty with the cross plan is ori- | Lfc I 
entation. No matter which direction the build- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ing is facing, some apartments wi l l have ‘ ‘ 一 ~ 
unacceptable orientations, while others wi l l L» g g p lp, 
have good ones. For example, if the building is y ^ ^ ^ IL 
placed on a north-south axis, two apartments / m ^ - ~ — 
wil l face each of the four compass points. ^ ^ X \ ^ 
Fig. 1 
I 
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pig- 2 Carver Abuses, New York City Housing Authority 
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CROSS PLAN 
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Fig. 3 Astoria Houses, New York City Housing Authority. [；^ 逾丨 
I •111 iu,jrr^^'^Ti-L .u — n 
sS la 1 =! l^m 2! 
1 u I L I j r w i B r f J n ^ 
「 1 r T 1 」 ④ 丨 “ ^ J r T T r n 
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:『::;：_ T m m ^ 
j i . J l i i ~ ^ ^ ~ 
j H J 
二 _ 1 a I Fig. 4 Typical floor plan. 
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CIRCULAR PLAN 
CIRCULAR PLAN the center, which is undesirable as living space. 
T-u„ , . • A drawback of this plan is in orientation. One 
1 he circular scheme is similar to the tower. It side is always facing north while the other sides 
contain^a central service core with apartments have the full range of orientations. Through or 
wrapped around it. The number of apartments cross ventilation is not possible 
possible depends upon the size of the apart- Like the tower plan, the circular plan is advan-
me丄ts and the diameter of the building. Access tageous in site planning. It creates a greater 
to the apartments is directly off a corridor at the feeling of openness and spaciousness than the 
ce二 er- . slab. It is also easier to situate on irregular sites 
The major advantage is that, as in any circle, or those with topographical difficulties 
th? plan encompasses the largest floor area A variation of the circular plan is the spiral 
二th the mm.mum amount of perimeter. Also, The spiral scheme has a continuous corridor 
the service core area is minimal and located at f rom bottom to top. 
/ 
T—^—u 
> bedroom bedroom two two bedroom one ^ 
I I ^ ^ V - ^ l i l S ^ B 圏 T l n i i i f -
I bedroom one ~ - J 
& _ i S J b J 
L • 趣 ^ ^ ^ —J 
I bedroom one ⑶ t 『 y > < ^ g e n t r y 
one bedroom I wo bedroom one ； 
7 3 6 Fig. 1 Typical lower floor plan. Frawley Plaza, New York Cily. Gmzen & Partners and Caslro-Blanco, Piscioneri & F e d e r - A r c h l f e c r s . 
丨I: V 
„ -，•^ ，. ^, . “ -
I , ： 
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SPIRAL PLAN 
The spiral plan has four revolutionary fea- 6 
tures: 
1. It is circular instead of rectangular, with 
six rings adding up to a 102-ft diameter. The —一- 、、 
three inner rings are the utility core—first the ^ ‘ 一 、、、、、 
elevators and fire stairs at the center, then a cir- ^ 、〜、、 
cular corridor, then a 2J4-ft shaft ring for ducts 丄 Z irn i f 7 、、、 5 
and pipes. The three outer rings are for tenant ^ ^ / \ \ U 。 \ 
living—first a 10-ft utility ring for interior \ C> X / A ^ ^ 
kitchens and toilets backed up to the pipe shaft, / / V / f \ V a “ 八 j K 
then a 25-ft depth of l iving and sleeping space M / / V ^ ^ U \ A ' - h / > j f \ \ 
wi th continuous windows, and then a ring of • > / ^ \ \ \ 
big balconies 8 ft wide and 40 ft long. g / / / [ > > X X / ^ ^ o | \ \ 琴 
I. The  rentable part of the circle (i.e., the g / t ^ M r 、 / A ^ W \ \ ^ 
three outer rings) is divided into eight wedges • ! / V ^ ^ ^ \ M 
or pie slices, each containing 800 to 820 ft^ plus • ! A \ \ B 
balcony. Tenants can rent as many wedges as • i / / \ \ • 
they want and subdivide each into two or three • 丨 / d f l fTX-A \ B 
rooms plus kitchen, bath, and storage space to I [：；：：；^ I K \ / I • 
suit their needs. If they want more wedges, they _ I " ^ " ^ g g T r W ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ B ^ ^ ^ 香 • • ^ i ^ T — I 4 
can add one or two. If they need fewer, they can • 1 ^ ^ l \ l , • 
turn one or two back to the landlord. H , \ / / i 層 
3. The wedges are arranged in a spiral, with M 、 \ U ! • 
each wedge half a floor (5 ft) higher or lower M \ \ ^ ^ V V ^ / I S 
than the wedges on either side. This gives the M \ \ / / I • 
duplex apartment's advantages of privacy with- m \ \ \ \ \ / / ‘ I U V ^ X X ^ / 丨 • 
out the duplex's sacrifice of space for long m \ \ I ^ / ! • 
stairs and duplicate corridors. \ \ irmS-^ ^ / ' ' • 
4. The whole building would be supported ^ ^ \ \ / Q W r ：：^ X / / ^ 
without columns by eight radiating fins of pre- ^ ^ f ^ H V ^ ^ X ^ X / ^ ^ 
stressed concrete which would do double duty l ^ U / H q 
as soundproof dividing walls between the eight ^ W \ U ^ ^ / 
wedges. The sections of these fins wil l be pre- 1 、、、 \ " " ^ l ^ 
cast on the ground and lifted into position, as 、 、 、 
wil l also the inverted U-shaped sections at the 、、、、 j 
apexes of the triangles. The fins wil l leave an 、 、 - -、一一丄 一 一 一 一 
opening for a door f rom wedge to wedge 
almost 25 ft back f rom the windows. 
Fig. 1 Apartment helix, New York City. I. M . Pei—Architect . 2 
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COMBINATION OF HOUSING TYPES 
e site of this project consists of an L- ^^ ;、.- ：^、••‘、. f,^ fT-, 
ed corner parcel dropping sharply, 40 ft in 饭 ' ' 丨“:,：’ 
3 cases, to the Jamaicaway. Perkins Street P - -- 1 ‘ 
e south provides the only vehicular access. 」 : — l I 
is turb the land the least, to p r o v i d e o p e n ^ ^ — ‘ T 
e for recreational use, and to create a park- / ^ ^ % 棚讯 、 ， 广 S 
.setting which would integrate the project / . ( ( ['' S " ' ' i r^ ！ adjacent Jamaicaway Pond Park, 282 J Y ^^ ^ (丨發 ttma、J,—利 j 
tments were placed in a 30-story tower and 着.》![々 基 I 
n 2-story town houses. The town houses, "Q \ ’::么 LjjjtKi i ^ i — i-- 三 I 
；h contain three-bedroom units, are strate- W | ^ ^ T： ： ‘ = | i 
I lly placed to continue the low residential 成 \ > ^ 二 | 1 acter along Perkins Street onto the site. VT \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 / ^ ^ ^ ——— 厂 
,e plan of the tower provides studio, one- W i ^ r - f M c ^ f -和，玄--，ir•学， 
^ -oom, and two-bedroom units with several 渗 。 “ , :、、• . "f lex apartments placed at the upper floors. —_CZJUiiiCZ;'QilliCI："：^?/) | 
I of the amenities include a health club, a \ ^ r ' ^ — — u — — , f ~ i ： . . . C T ^ ^ Z l .C'JI ： 化 
I la bath, a valet room, a community room, a \ 口 > 1 ? M i l A f M ^ A /S ,p>T； i nming pool, a tennis court, a putting green, \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .. 丨 J ： mvenience shop, and a mezzanine coffee \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ； ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ： ^ ： ： ： ^ ^ ' : . ^ 、 f f | 
p. Al l apartments are air-conditioned from a \ X ^ S ^ ' T 缚 % l T T ^ ‘ ' ——‘ 〜判 f 
K k i n T J r 2 7 0 cars is provided in a three-
:l garage, formed by a continuous ramp, set 崎 ^ ^ / \ 
1 the side of the hill. The roof of the garage is ‘ “ ~ ^ 、 、 
iscaped and used for children's play, a sit- …丁^  …〜 、 、 〜 、 、 - 、 - . — ― ― 
；area, a putting green, and a tennis court. 
BALC BALC BALC BALC 
br*"""""^ I" Liv L.i'v ^ en 1『IV ‘ T b^pT"^  
I |> 
• f n b ^ i^m I 脚 棚 。 工 。 ， 
P—. [ j i i j ^ <j .—p 
— ^ y _ r r p QKrqkA <TH ^ ~ r丄：丨.丨丨 丄 
CTfnr TT^  I K p I_.。nu__.__I ^ ^ I ^n - f f T T ii. 
- J J b L b k d h j L i J 卜-。Y-A 二Y - B« 
BH III II • I ^ LIV . D^EISI J. LIV-BR I LIV-BW • — 二 〜 ^ '^^ J | ^ ^ - Midi g • — I . . — | 
BALC BALC BALC BALC O _ 12' l«t FLOOR 2nd FLOOR 
T O W E R FLOOR P L A N - 13TH TO 27TH FLOOR T O W N H O U S E P L A N 
g. 4 Jamaicaway Tower and Town Houses, Boston, Mass. Paul & Jarmul—Architects. 
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